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About This Content
The Cold War has turned hot and nuclear conflict is inevitable. Prepare the island nation of Tropico for the coming apocalypse
and carefully choose which resources and factions to save from certain eradication. The new Nuclear Shelter provides and
converts faction bonuses depending on its work mode. Don the new Hazmat suit and choose the Survivalist trait to become a
true doomsday prepper.

Key Features:
New building: Nuclear Shelter (provides bonuses depending on work mode)
New trait: Survivalist (Tropicans need less food)
New outfit: Hazmat suit
New mission: How I learned to love the bomb - Survive a doomsday scenario
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Title: Tropico 4: Apocalypse
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Haemimont Games, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Publisher:
Kalypso Media Digital, Feral Interactive (Mac)
Franchise:
Tropico
Release Date: 17 Oct, 2013
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP SP3 (32-bit), Vista / 7 (32 or 64-bit)
Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core CPU
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: Shadermodel 3.0 (Geforce 6600 or higher, Radeon X1600-Serie), 256 MB, DirectX 9.0c
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,French,Italian,German
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Great game, even better if you grew up in the 70-80s. The amount of different characters you recognise that you had forgot
about is amazing. They have packed a lot of references in there. I won't name them as half the fun is recognising them and
shouting it out.
The game is an obvious clone of Paperboy but in my opinion it is much better and more fun to play. Plus you don't need a
bicycle controller to play it! I find it easier to play with a controller. Unfortunately the game does not support a controller but I
use Pinnacle to get around this. There are only 4 keys anyway so its not really an issue.
The difficulty level is spot on leading you to the feeling of "Just one more go" and one more go becomes 10 more goes etc...
Highly recommended at the full price.. This has the potential to be a cult classic. The sword fighting is really fun.
It takes some getting used to. Once you understand what the game expects it can be very satisfying.
The swords behave with physics which isn't perfect but is neat. you have to be aware of your environment while fighting.
You can equip multiple different swords that you aquire from the guards. Kind of has a Bushido blade-like vibe while you're
fighting.
Fun if you like sword fighting.
I hope they continue with this and add more levels and weapons.
One of my favorite games to hop in and just kick some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Highly recommended!
(My playtime is actually longer than .1 hr i was running steam offline for a bit). Gone are the days when TT games worked with
all controllers and were mercifully free of voice acting. I couldn't maneuver the vehicles, couldn't hit the obstacles necessary to
get to the next area and the cut scenes were longer than the game play. They also made for lengthy waits while scenes loaded.
These LEGO games have gone steadily downhill from their early days.. the game i always wanted. A great game! Mostly for the
great atmosphere.
The controls are somewhat unintuitive and at times cumbersome,
the geometry/surroundings sometimes pretty low detail,
the pacing sometimes slow,
not everything is always obvious,
and with not even an hour its not particularly long.
Still, I found the atmosphere to be great and very much recommend this game.. Best medic class in the game. At 0.99c there is
absolutely no reason at all not to pickup this game right now. It has story, it has adventure it has puzzles. It's the adaptation of an
older text adventure \/ interactive fiction title, exactly the type of game I've been looking for in a VR experience. My only
problem is finding more time in my schedule to play it. Really looking forward to seeing more from this developer as this titles
evolves and into the future.
Check out my latest quickplay of the game here https:\/\/youtu.be\/8EWqpCOswxI. I can't believe I spent \u00a33 on this. Cool game, can be tricky to stop leaking. fast
software
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I am torn when thinking about providing a review for this DLC.
On one hand, I really like the time period, the struggle on the Eastern Front etc.
On the other hand , the Panzerkrieg DLC is full of bugs. I think the Artistocrats should have waited with the release.
Even from the start of the DLC, there are bugs with importing your core. It took me 3 tries in order to get everything right, to
get my leaders, units etc. There are bugs with mission objectives, for example in the Sevastopol scenario I didn't get the
Luftwaffe hero. There also seems to be a bug with the new Waffen specialization: it doesn't provide the +10 RP per turn as
advertised.
The last one made me stop playing the DLC, until they fix it in a patch.
So I will give it a failing grade this time. Just so that the developers spend more time QAing the next DLC.
PS. I still love the game though.. First impressions of this game are quite positive!
This is quite a lovely gem, seems like the type of game that was made with a lot of care and love by the devs.
It's a simple blend between TD and RTS; the entire game takes place on a single, large map, with the objective of building an
interstellar bridge to escape a dying star.
You can expand at your pace, to collect resources and build little colonies to grow your population, while defending yourself
from waves of nasty critters.
The colorful and vivid color palette and general tongue-in-cheek presentation mesh well to create a dynamic but welcoming feel,
like a kid's action cartoon.
The selection of buildings and towers are pretty standard from their genres, but everything ties together nicely. It's the type of
game that is more than the sum of its parts, and so far it has been keeping me interested to see what else it has to offer.. More of
Power Rangers type of superhero story. Initially it is written as if targeted to kids, a bit amateurish or childish. Then it became
more mature like the writer himself grew up while writing this up. Also its has apocalyptic-political conspiratorial- cult mystic
written as part of plot. Seemed like the story and plot was all over the place with lack of focus. But it was an interesting fast
paced read nonetheless as the story developed very fast .Quite long also, well worth money. Not the best, no regrets either.
7\/10 Got Martha achievement unintentionally. I literally laughed out loud.. Excellent application if you're working with any
RPG Maker engine. It's cheaper and more streamlined than Photoshop. (That's what I was using before.) It's very easy to set up
the grid so you can rearrange and edit tiles, too. I'm well versed with Photoshop and GIMP. But GCH is a great tool because it's
so specialized for 2D spriting. You can see a walk cycle preview, for example. It can convert sprites from XP to Ace so they fit
the number of frames. It can even handle the old 2000 and 2k3 sprites. It features random sprite generators that are easy to
customize and set up. Some people expected it to have "behavior" bases and corresponding parts, for animations or poses, like
dancing or collapsing. It doesn't. (I have no idea where that expectation came from. At least one person already made a "down"
base. Just consult the internet.)
Yes, VX Ace has a built-in character generator, but you can't even adjust colors without an outside editor. GCH allows much
more freedom for what parts you're able to use and how you can layer them. The resource sets it comes with are for RPG Maker
XP and VX Ace. (If licensing is an issue because you're using some other engine, you can always import your own sprite
parts...)
Now, this might not be the best tool for making a sprite entirely from scratch, for a number of reasons. But it's probably one of
the best options for editing sprites or piecing them together. If the price is too steep for you, just wait for a sale.. Let me start by
saying that this game is not for the hardcore gamer. That said it is a very casual game with a low difficulty curve. I had fun and
laughed at the humor that it had and tried to not take it too seriously. I did not get to test the multiplayer function of this game
however.
Bottom line is I would say this is a good game to have a evening messing around and not wanting to get too stressed.
I did play this on my YouTube channel if you want a play though of it go to my *Playlist* of it.. Great resource pack that works
well with the other DS pack.. HEY COME ON COME ON
GET SERIOUS
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ROCK YOU
ARE YOU OK?. Hell yea this Game is Great and I enjoyed it 100% it but this freaking 6 FPS Level was making me pretty
Angry ^^'
Such a Great Game for such a cheap price 11\/10
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